Swallowed by the night
By KaylaErinson


Chapter 1 – Part 3 “Unlawful Entry”


Wrapping the thin garment around her self Kayla moves timidly to the door before moving up to the frosted glass window, “Hello, who's there ?”
Seeing a dark object tap the glass which she assumed was a night stick, “Mam this is the Police, I'm officer Henricks and with me is officer Blake is everything all right in there we were alerted to a silent alarm that was turned off earlier tonight”
Her heart pounding, her legs weak from the hard fucking she had just received from Jakey Kayla leans against the wall and seeing the Masked man holding a gun in the other room staring at her submits and taking a deep breath opens the door slightly ajar just leaning out bit so they can only see her torsoe and head. “Everything is fine officers, sorry I opened the door and forgot to set the alarm...”
The cop before her holding a night stick and a flash light shines the light in her face blinding her a bit making her raise a hand to cover her eyes exposing her breast under the ultra thin material, “Is there anyone else in there with you miss ?” the cop asks, blatantly staring at her chest as it heaves quickly with heavy breaths. “Can you get the light out of my eyes, yes yes I am the only one here I'm ok thank you though”, breathing heavily her legs numb Kayla doesn't feel the long trickle of dog cum and pussy juice seeping down her thighs. Suddenly overcome with everything Kayla feels a sudden surge inside her groin as she has a sudden violent orgasm forcing her to grunt loudly and bow her legs for a second before becoming slightly flushed in her face and a look of shock slapped across her face.
“What the fuck was that ? Are you ok miss ?” the cop asks obviously shocked himself as the girl's dressing gown now opened up more exposing heavy cleavage tries to straighten her self up.
“I'm sorry, I have some stomach cramps I'm fine though thanks,” Kayla is suddenly shocked to feel wetness at her feet as a small pool of doggy cum and her cum gush starts to pool up below her.
“What the fuck is that at your feet, did you just piss your self ? Are you sure no one else is here”, The Cops asks not concerned and kinda shocked at this girl pissing in front of him even though the fluid below her is clear and not yellow. Shocked looking down kayla looks up defiantly, “I’m fine, I’m ill ok I have a really bad flu please leave me alone I'm fine”, Going to close the door the Cop stops it with his night stick.
“Now listen here Missy I know your lying to me and that is a crime do you understand, now open up the door all the way”, afraid of the word crime Kayla takes a step back and opens the door fully exposing her self to the street, the police lights still flashing drawing attention from the neighbors. Standing there fluid still trickling down her legs still, her thin gown hiding nothing of her body specially at the groin which is now soaked and fully see through clinging to the folds of her pussy lips. The Second cop steps up to block the view of the neighbors whilst leaning against the door frame, “Hey David, I’ve seen this before” Smirking as he looks over kayla's body up and down taking in her wide hips and large heavy breasts.
“Open your legs a bit”, officer David Henricks a tall well built white man his body totally shaved stands up taking a more demanding posture to intimidate the poor girl before him. It worked as Kayla now covering her chest opens her legs apart as the cops burst out laughing as the trickle of cum flow out of her pussy not running down her legs now but just spilling and splashing into a puddle below her. Realizing Jakey must have really filled her up as her stomach had felt firm a moment ago but was starting to get back to its regular loose jiggly feeling. Gasping looking down at the floor below her as the milky fluid pours around her feet splattering against her ankles feeling embarrassed but keeping her legs apart still Kayla covers her crotch and breasts with her arms realizing how see through her outfit really is. Laughing the other officer blocking the door from the neighbors a large black man by the name of Brooks steps in followed by Henricks as they close the door. Brooks looks Kayla up and down then kneels inspecting the pouring out fluid.
“Yep I have seen this before, shes a doggy fucker all right”, stepping up standing before her in a menacing stance, Kayla in total shock mouth gaping open that these cops could even know that, “No...No I'm not that’s gross how fucking dare you say that!”
Henricks now pointing his baton directly at Kayla's face, “Don't bullshit us you fat little dog fucker, that is definitely 100% dog cum spurting out of you're cunt, and I don't know if you realize this but fucking dogs is illegal” prodding his baton at Kayla'd chest she is speechless trying to make a sound but only babbling, “but...I...I...no..how...what...”
Brooks holding up a cell phone clicks a button as a small video emanates onto the screen, Kayla's eyes glass over as she watches a video of her self on all fours taking it behind from her own beloved dog Jakey, eye eyes flicker to his massive cock slipping between her thighs from behind and goes white as a sheet. “That’s right we have proof you stupid bitch hahaha, Taylor get out here haaha”
The masked man now also laughing steps out of the doorway into the living room putting his gun away,”Fuck guys you totally got her haha, Kayla shut the fuck up and go back into the living room!” The Masked man barks the order out at the shaking girl who promptly darts into the living room standing again at the fire place in her nightie, drops of dog cum following her as she trots away”
The three men converse for a while before Brooks heads outside and the masked man comes back in with Henricks staring her over, “Well Kayla as you know we have evidence of your perverse activities here and you are going to do as we say or your friends and family are going to discover their little daughter is a fat little dog fucker” Stating everything very matter of factly the masked man also steps in, “Your first duty will be to provide us with even more evidence of your night time K9 activities with more of that lovely smile of yours, starting...oh...right now, get that fucking nightie off and get back into position this time I want you're ass to face the fire place!” Barking at her Kayla literally throwing her nightie off scoots into doggy position before the two men. 
“Holy fuck she is crazy obedient you broke her fast” Henricks stares down at the young girl as she is still pale as a sheet some tears in her eyes, “I suggest you wipe those fucking tears away now bitch, you have a lot of work to do tonight and I don’t want a diva on my hands”
Wiping her tears with her hand Kayla takes a deep breath whilst staring down at the men's shoes, her ass starting to glow red with embarrassment as her pussy still dribbles dog cum.
Henricks turning to Taylor the masked man,”So you said she swallowed your cock whole ? Fuck she is a dirty cock pig, I wonder if she will swallow anything, I'll be right back I want to see what this pig can handle haha”, turning the officer wanders off to the kitchen followed the sound of opening doors and the sudden smell of food cooking.
Kayla still on all fours before Taylor,”W...what's he..doing” she meekly asks not knowing what to say anymore, “Don't worry about it bitch you will have  a lot more to worry about soon, promptly he unzips his pants and unbuckling his belt drops his pants releasing his large cock as he looks down seeing Kayla's eyes grow in size staring at it. The back door opening now as Brooks had parked in the garage closing the door behind him, Kayla hears more talking and laughing and an odd jingly sound coming from the Kitchen.
Her focus still on the large cock before her Taylor watching her in the soft light suddenly feels a weird spark in the air and nodding at her not saying a word looking back at the kitchen to make sure they are not coming back Kayla kneels up and taking the large cock into her hand willfully grasps the base and sucks it between her thick succulent lips shocking her self with her own behavior as she begins to  emphatically suck off the masked man in front of her. Staring below at the girl he realizes she must be in a state of shock as her behavior is became more erratic, unless she really was changing and becoming a little slut. Not that it mattered anyway he would prefer if she fought back as it would make it all the more fun, in the mean time he was happy to stand and let this beautiful chubby slut suck his cock, “Mmmmm Deeper”, Whispering to Kayla she obeys and moving forward swallows his cock in deeper without even a grunt as it slides in further. The two cops in the kitchen whipping something up but they had no idea what as Kayla continued to swallow more of the Masked mans long fat cock into her throat her eyes opening to meet his locking together. Seeing a glazed over look in her eye's the Masked man realizes that Kayla is lost in the moment and watches her before he hears one of he cops shout they are ready to come in and as Kayla snaps out of it he grabs her hair and makes it appear as if he is forcing Kayla onto his cock. The black cop Brooks comes in first holding a funnel and a rubber tube he found whilst Henricks follows with a large pot of a strange smelling goop. The Masked man sniffing, “What the fuck is that ? You guys leave this dog slut to go do some fucking cooking haha ?”
Laughing the black cop puts the funnel and tube onto the sofa,”We wanted to see how well this bitch could swallow with no gag reflex, plus we felt her fat titties weren’t big enough for our tastes so we decided to kill two birds with one stone”
Kayla looking a little confused looking up with her puppy brown eyes at the cops as she still is “Forcefully made to suck Taylor's cock” smells the odd smelling goop, a wave of concern on her now furrowed brows.
Henricks stepping forward, “Ok Taylor you got her throat ready enough haha, ok bitch suck this now” As Taylor pulls out letting Kayla have a gasp for air the transparent tube is pushed into her mouth as she closes tight with her lips.
Brooks grabbing the funnel and the large pot, “Ok Bitch you are gonna swallow all this shit do you hear me, it's a recipe of our own design, everything a growing pig like you needs haha” Laughing Brooks pushes the funnel into the other end of the tube and starts pouring, a thick brownish substance starts oozing quickly into the rube seeping down towards Kayla's mouth her eyes wide open in fear and confusion.
Brooks laughing, “It's a mixture designed to get right to your tits ass and thighs, its pure FAT!, lard, butter, lots of Bacon grease, Olive oil and gravy mix” Kayla's eyes slowly crossing as she focuses on the insane mixture now oozing down the tube designed to make her even fatter she wants to spit out the tube but her instincts overriding her out of fear she clamps down and waits as it slowly gets closer and closer, the smell in the tube meeting her taste buds oddly enough making her salivate onto the tube.
One of the men slapping her ass brings her back into focus as the fat meets her tongue and starts filling her mouth, the taste oddly appealing to her she closes her eyes and with another slap to her jiggly ass she swallows with a very audible gulp her throat bulging as it slips down easily. Gulping down another mouthful and another Kayla finds the taste actually rather pleasurable and her taste buds ablaze actually starts to swallow the mixture unaware she is once again being recorded.
Suddenly still swallowing Brooks calls out, “Bud get out here”, shocked at yet another person being in the house Kayla's eyes bulge at the sight of the huge Mastiff dog that lumbers into view from the kitchen as he wanders over to the cop and sits down, “Bud here hasn't been laid in a long time either piggy, seeing as that dog of yours got to have his jollies with you I don't see why Bud here doesn’t get to have sloppy seconds”
Not resisting at all Kayla continues to swallow gulp after gulp of her fat mixture as Brooks gets Bud to come around and start lapping at her remarkably swollen pussy immediately making her buck to the first lap. Kayla still sucking and swallowing suddenly realizing how sore her pussy feels pumps her hips at the sudden lap from Buds fat wide tongue and it rolls out against her puffy red lips, grunting she moves back into position only to buck again against Bud's tongue with a hard slap from one of the cops Kayla forces her self to remain in position as Bud laps up his fill of pussy juice quickly seeping out of Kayla's pussy. Still chugging down her strange drink Kayla's can be seen to suck on the tube and between gulps flick her tounge out to collect more from the tube.
Brooks staring wide eyed,”Holy fuck that cunt is fucking loving that shit! I have a friend who works at a rendering plant, I bet we could buy a barrel of bacon fat and have this hog drink it!”
To everyone shock on the screen of the phone recording her Kayla can be seen nodding to the idea of drinking more fat.
Bud still lapping away at Kayla's pussy bright crimson red in color, obviously still sore from her last fucking the two cops smile to each other and give the command to the huge Mastiff who happily obliges and stepping forward his chest cowering over Kayla on all fours mounts her from behind and holds himself steady. Kayla once again having to brace the weight of the dog puts her hands out wider and her legs allowing her self to brace the weight better as Bud sliders over her back his fur rubbing against her. Her pussy and ass lit up by the fireplace the heat making her cunt even hotter than it was before the yellow flames glistening off her wetness. 
Suddenly darkened by a shadow Kayla's pussy feels a very meaty slap as a huge and growing cock drops between her lips as Jakey before the thick cock rubs against her engorged clit making her moan as she swallows more of the oozing fat. Watching in awe of this massive cock before them the cops and the masked man video Kayla as he hips start to rub up and down the cock rubbing her clit along the huge shaft. 
Kayla's tongue appearing inside the tube to scoop out more fat Henrick's pulls out another phone to record both sets of action at the same time. Pouring a more copious amount of fat now into the funnel he nods at brooks who comes back with more bacon fat a jar of mayonnaise and olive oil as he stirs it into the mix. Kayla already starting to feel a little full but loving the sensation of drinking this hot fat carries on sucking and lapping the tube in her mouth as she pumps her hips rubbing her fat clit up and down loving the feel of this dog cock. 
Taylor eying up Bud's cock, “Don't feel too bad for Jakey, he has a massive cock but I have to say Bud here definitely has him beat, you won't be able to satisfy a man after tonight haha”, laughing Kayla is motionless other than her clit rubbing. Bud's cock still becoming more engorged starts to jet small shots of cum as he arches hit back in an effort to raise his cock into the first hole he can find. Sucking harder and harder Brooks find's he now has to pour a larger amount to keep up with the oral demand of the little pig he is feeding. Kayla's stomach now feeling firmer as her belly gets more and more full of liquid fat and the pot now almost empty Brooks laughs as he gets Henricks to grab the pot,”Ok almost out of fat now I cant believe she drank all that, fuck it I'm going to go get more be back in 10”
Brooks amazingly leaving Kayla behind to miss the show grabs his keys and darts out the back door, Bud still humping away manages to raise his cock so the tip flicks past Kayla's hard clit making her yelp in pleasure as it makes it way towards her pussy hole. 
Taylor getting one of the cam's ready, “Ok cunt here it comes flash me that smile now as Bud plows your cunt apart” Zooming out a bit to capture the gorgeous chubby girls body her large tits swinging below her as Bud humps away he is still amazed as she turns and flashes her killer smile that she uses in all her pics. Which quickly is overshadowed by a shocked look as she bites her lip in a mix of pleasure and pain as Buds huge cock begins its journey inside her. Even directly at the entrance Buds cock has difficulty inserting into her poor girls hole, slowly it stretched around the the flat head with the spear tip and opens up into a large “O” as Bud's cock slides in inch by inch. Bud Barking now starts to hump with a much more urgent pace shoving his thick meat deeper and deeper into the squealing bitch under him feeling her tight cunt fold around his cock as he keeps relentlessly stabbing his cock deeper inside. Kayla yelping again and again as the massive cock buries itself deeper into her already abused cunt pops the tube out of her mouth a trickle of fluid running past her lip as she drops her chest down to the floor,bearing down and bracing her self in a mix of pain and lust to see if she can take it all. Gritting her teeth and grunting wildly like a stuck pig Kayla feels her pussy lip tearing again to the sensation of an even larger cock invading her insides, the severe burning pain mixed in with a feeling of being full and heavily fucked going to her head making her pushing back trying to feel another flare of tearing enjoying the feeling of her hole being ripped larger. 
Brooks looking over seeing a small amount of blood, “Oh shit Bitch looks like Bud's too big for you, you want us to stop?” only half caring.
To everyone’s surprise the girl who was silent for most of the night finally blurts out, “No, I'm Good don't stop him!” Grunting as she yelps again in pain, a huge grin on her face enjoying the hot burning feeling and the thick cock.
With one last gut wrenching push from her self Kayla feels Bud's huge dick push painfully past her cervix to her enjoyment and bury himself into her womb, to her further raging delight she feels his heavy balls slap against her clit making her bit her lip and gasp. Bearing down with what was left of her inner wall muscles Kayla tries to hold onto the base of Bud's throbbing cock waiting impatiently as she rotates her hips in circles waiting for Bud's knot to form and fill her up more. The two men in total shock as the girl before them is both wincing in shots of pain and yet grunting for more as she obviously fucker her self back against the huge beast fucking her. Her chubby body rhythmically pumping back and forth her fat jiggling her tits getting into full swing as she moves back and forth getting into a real sweat as she exercises her whole body fucking the huge cock inside her. Kayla's fat pussy lips now spread thin still a crimson red from before drip a little more blood as Bud's knot starts to form making the trickle of dog cum ebb away into nothing as he totally seals her cunt up, Kayla biting her lip and gritting her teeth scaring the men when she yelps loudly in pain but only to be followed by a deep grunt and moan of satisfaction. 
Henricks whispering to Taylor, “I think shes a fucking pain slut look at her the more he hurts her the more she moans” As Kayla  yelps again and smiles a little more blood dripping out over her clit. Henricks smiling, “I gotta see this, hold on I will be right back”, Walking off and quickly returning with an item in hand he kneels by Kayla rubbing her head.
Holding her head up by her hair, “Kayla you like the way Bud is hurting you don’t you,” Kayla almost out in a daze manages to gasp and nod her head, “Ok Kayla I am going to give you a little more pain, you want that don't you you little cunt” Sounding oddly gentle despite his words Kayla is limp with the cop holding her hair for a moment before she nods again in affirmative.
“Ok Taylor keep one cam on that coffee table to record her fucking use the other to record this” Henricks still holding Kayla's hair up gets lower making her raise her chest up higher by her arms her tits hanging low bulging towards the end heavy and low. Bud still pumping slowly filling Kayla's womb up with his potent seed as he unloads his balls deep inside of her her cervix totally spread apart like the fat lips of her cunt still dripping blood slowly. Henricks reaching under Kayla's right breasts holding the nipple like he's milking an udder pulls her nipple out and using the BBQ Skewer he found braces it at the base of the nipple and waiting for her to relax pushing it through quickly, Kayla's eyes flash open in pain and shock and she screams for a moment as Henricks feeds it through to the base. Still bracing her self under Bud's weight Kayla's squeals in pain as she feels the cold metal pierce and feed through her nipple, grunting she looks down at it with some blood on the needle sticking through the burning feeling filling her breast making her gasp again. Gasping for air now panting like an animal Kayla still moaning a little in pain Henricks holds her chin looking into her eyes, “You liked that admit it, you want me to do the other tit too”, Kayla staring at him nods slowly after a few moments, “No I want you to fucking say it bitch”
Kayla looking down at the floor a metal skewer hanging out of her nipple Bud still filling her up full her stomach churning with liquid fat slowly being absorbed into her body, “P...Please pierce my other tit please....” Kayla whining a little but not having to ask twice as she lifts her back up more allowing Henricks to grasp her other tit pulling on her nipple hard and twisting it before grabbing her other nipple with the skewer in it and aiming the blade into the base of her left nipple. Biting her lip Kayla doesn't have to wait long before she screams out again shuddering wildly under Bud as he slowly slowly feeds the skewer into her tit making it slow and painful for Kayla as a drop of blood falls off her nipple finally reaching the desired point Henricks stops feeding it in, Kayla's tits now looking obscene as her two nipples meet together in the middle of a meat skewer gently dripping blood. Looking down at her obscene tits Kayla
s begins to scream again shaking violently scaring the two men till they see the sudden gush of wetness flowing out behind the fat doggy bitch realizing he had just cum the second time tonight. Kayla burying her head into the floor still squealing as she cums, her pussy juice spurt out of her making a small puddle on the carpet lost in her own ecstasy loving the metal in her tits, the obscene knot tearing up her pussy even more than Jakey's. Suddenly coming through the back door Brooks returns putting down a small vat on the coffee table, “I went to the local Burger place called The Grease Pit and bought all their old fat haha” Grabbing the tube again he runs it into the tub to the bottom and the other end he runs back into Kayla's wanting mouth as she goes cross eyed watching it feed into her deep just hitting her throat, “I'm not going to feed it to you cunt if you want it you are going to have to work for it so start sucking pig” Laughing Brooks looks back impressed at the sight of her tits skewered together by the nipples.
Kayla already smelling the fat and remembering the taste of it before immediately get to work sucking her cheeks in and sucking on the tube like a cock watching as slowly inch by inch the brownish yellow mix works its way up the tube and starts to flow down towards her lips. Stopping for a moment wrenched away by another deep guttural orgasm Kayla visibly shakes again as she gushes another spurt of clear cunt juice into the same pool below her gasping for air the tube still in her mouth she manages to get over it and continues to suck harder on the tube obviously very hungry for more.
Brooks seeing Taylor still has his cock out decides to do the same and pulling of his pants his very large black cock springs free as he begins to stroke him self at the sight before him.
Kayla getting back into motion rotating her hips working her self on the knot that's still causing her cunt to tear a little desperately trying to accommodate its size inside her. Fucking againts his knot the burning pain deep inside her pussy, her tits pinned together and the fat just entering her mouth Kayla is lost in the wild scene as she finally feels it enter her lips and soak all over her tounge bucking a bit almost cumming again but not quite she starts to suck harder and harder on the tube her chubby cheeks sucking in hard going pink as she works it for all she is worth suddenly a constant gulping sound is heard as the guys watch her chug the fat as quickly as she possibly can. Her belly still swelling slowly with the mix of Cum churning in her room and the fat mixing in her stomach Kayla goes on a feeding frenzy lost in a cloud of lust and gluttony. Taking it heavy from both sides Kayla bucking under Bud as he starts to bark obviously emptying his balls out in his own doggy orgasm filling the cunt bellow him so much more her belly obviously swells and tightens up small stretch marks forming on her skin.
Brooks watching,”That’s right cunt I want you to finish all that shit there’s a few gallons there make hat fucking fat belly swell!” Kayla more than happy to oblige at this point continues to suck the suck working it more like a cock to the benefit of the people watching.
Henricks pulling his own cock out now stroking it, “Fuck she sucks that thing like a cock that's permanently cumming down her throat that greedy whore, shit a few gallons ? Is that even possible ? Fuck her belly is swelling. 
Bud not done his cock shrinks back to normal some cum seeps out and the blood flow also starts to slow down as Kayla raises her ass to keep all the dog cum inside her.
Taylor watching approvingly,”Thats it Kayla's keep your ass up nice and high to keep that dog cum in if you spill any you will be fucking sorry!”
Brooks watching impatiently ready to cum, “Fuck I need to cum bad niggas”,  Stepping over behind Kayla kneeling behind her he spits onto her asshole rubbing it in as she giggles on the tube before she grunts loudly in pain as Brooks forcibly pushes his large black cock into her asshole cumming himself emtpying his balls in her ass after pulling out getting limp Taylor too sinks in balls deep but spends a few minutes raping her ass before he too fills up her asshole with cum.
Pulling the tube out of her mouth Taylor Stares down at Kayla holding her self with her ass up still looking up expectantly, “Kayla go get showered when you are done you and Jakey are coming with us.
Kayla looking worried,”...to the station?”
Taylor smiling wickedly, “No...to the Mansion”

End of Chapter 1

